
Quebec City, June 22nd 2016 – after four seasons at le Théâtre
capitole, and with successful runs in Montreal, Paris and las Vegas,
elvis experience producer and owner of le capitole, jean Pilote 
confirms that the summer of 2016 will be the last season for Martin
Fontaine and his group at this venue. twenty-one years to the day

after the first representation of elvis story, this announcement turns
a page in the history of le capitole.

Four years ago, elvis experience marked the return of Martin Fontaine in the
role of elvis Presley. since then, the show has been presented over 250 times

around the world before an impressive public of over 250,000 spectators! 
elvis experience followed elvis story, the most popular variety show in the history

of Quebec show business, presented over 1,500 times around the globe to an audience
of 1.7 million people.

since 1995, Martin Fontaine has become elvis over 1,300 times at le capitole. There is no doubt
that elvis story and elvis experience will leave a permanent mark on the history of le capitole
and of Québec city.

several projects are in development and will be revealed soon for elvis experience
international. Meanwhile, Martin Fontaine and his team are getting ready to hit the stage

again for one last summer at le capitole. july 20th to august 28th 2016, your ultimate
chance to experience this impressive production in le capitole’s unique and perfectly 

suited setting.
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The rights in the name and likeness of Elvis Presley used in this presentation are licensed by Elvis Presley Enterprises Inc.

source : dominique thomas, lcQ Productions, thomasd@lecapitole.com | 418 694.9930 ext. 221

S T A R R I N G  M A R T I N  F O N T A I N E

THE END OF AN ERA…

“He literally grabs Elvis. We see that 
he has carefully studied him to the point

of having him in his skin, to embody 
him on stage with a comfortable ease. 

[…] I felt like I had an exact copy 
before me. It was very moving!” 

–  PRiscilla PResley

“It’s not superficial, 
it’s very authentic.” 

–  lisa MaRie PResley

“With his voice and his natural ease,
Martin Fontaine proves once again that

he is an impressive performer. 
The singer does not imitate Elvis; 

he becomes him with great accuracy.” 
–  bRuno laPointe, le jouRnal de MontRéal

“A large-scale production […] 
as we have often said, Martin

Fontaine does not imitate Elvis, 
he simply becomes him!” 

–  MaRie-chRistine PRoulx, salut bonjouR

“Martin Fontaine has everything 
of Elvis: the look, the gestures, 

the facial expressions, he’s perfect!
A beautiful and grandiose local 

production! Impressive!” 
–  MaRie-andRée Poulin, tVa nouVelles

“Martin Fontaine incarnated Elvis with 
wonderful panache and his big numbers like

Jailhouse Rock really rocked. With a splendid
backup band and singers, Elvis Experience

brought Elvis’ legendary Las Vegas show to
Montreal. I enjoyed myself immensely.” 

–  VictoR swoboda, the Gazette

“It’s a good show, a large-scale 
production! There are 32 musicians

and backup singers. There are vintage
costumes; Martin Fontaine is a very

convincing Elvis, indeed.” 
–  éMilie PeRReault, 98,5 FM

“The name of the show
says it all, what he gives

us is an incomparable
experience.”  

–  Mitsou Gélinas, RythMe FM

LAST SUMMER AT LE CAPITOLE!


